What information source helped you most to program copying one picture into and out of another picture?

___ Pages 1-3 of the lab  ___ Page 4  ___ Thurs. lecture on makeAllWhite
___ Lab classmate(s)   ___ Lab TA(s)  ___ the textbook; specify pages and/or topics
___ Other; specify

How far did you get in lab? (Check here if you didn't attend lab but did the lab assg. outside___)
___ Made a Lab7 dir/folder
___ Got an App to compile   ___ Got EditablePicture.java to compile
___ Got copyIn to compile  ___ Actually saw your copyIn work.
___ Got copyOut to compile ___ Actually saw your copyOut work.
___ Actually saw copyOut and copyIn work together to make a picture with several heads.

(This form counts for half and your followup submission counts for the other half.)